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Abstract

In open agent systems, the set of agents that are cooperating
or competing changes over time and in ways that are non-
trivial to predict. For example, if collaborative robots were
tasked with fighting wildfires, they may run out of suppres-
sants and be temporarily unavailable to assist their peers. We
consider the problem of planning in these contexts with the
additional challenges that the agents are unable to commu-
nicate with each other and that there are many of them. Be-
cause an agent’s optimal action depends on the actions of oth-
ers, each agent must not only predict the actions of its peers,
but, before that, reason whether they are even present to per-
form an action. Addressing openness thus requires agents to
model each other’s presence, which becomes computation-
ally intractable with high numbers of agents. We present a
novel, principled, and scalable method in this context that en-
ables an agent to reason about others’ presence in its shared
environment and their actions. Our method extrapolates mod-
els of a few peers to the overall behavior of the many-agent
system, and combines it with a generalization of Monte Carlo
tree search to perform individual agent reasoning in many-
agent open environments. Theoretical analyses establish the
number of agents to model in order to achieve acceptable
worst case bounds on extrapolation error, as well as regret
bounds on the agent’s utility from modeling only some neigh-
bors. Simulations of multiagent wildfire suppression prob-
lems demonstrate our approach’s efficacy compared with al-
ternative baselines.

Introduction

In both cooperative and competitive multiagent systems
(MAS), a participating agent benefits from reasoning about
how other agents will behave while choosing optimal actions
that maximize its chances of accomplishing shared or self-
interested goals. However, nuances in real-world environ-
ments often challenge straightforward peer modeling. One
of these is agent openness occurring whenever individual
agents join or leave the system (temporarily or permanently)
over time. For example, cooperative robots tasked with sup-
pressing wildfires alongside or in place of human fire fight-
ers would need to periodically leave the environment to
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recharge their limited suppressants that were spent during
firefighting. Likewise, competitive autonomous ride-sharing
cars can no longer compete for new passengers while trans-
porting a full ride. Consequently, openness requires that an
agent not only predict what actions their neighbors will take,
but also whether they are even present to take actions. Inac-
curately predicting the presence or absence of others may
cause agents to choose actions that miss their intended ben-
efits or other utility maximizing opportunities.

Furthermore, real-world environments such as wildfire
suppression often involve many agents of various types
working together to put out the wildfires. Thus, the model-
ing and reasoning must additionally scale with the number of
agents. As scalability is a general and ever-present challenge
for multiagent planning, investigations have first focused on
multiagent planning for smaller groups of agents, e.g., (Am-
ato and Oliehoek 2015; Claes et al. 2017; Hoang and Low
2013; Nair et al. 2005; Oliehoek et al. 2008). Subsequently,
there has been some focus on scalable planning in large
groups of agents (Oliehoek, Whiteson, and Spaan 2013;
Nguyen, Kumar, and Lau 2017; Sonu, Chen, and Doshi
2017; Velagapudi et al. 2011) albeit, in the absence of open-
ness. Indeed, state-of-the-art multiagent planning in open
environments has demonstrated successful planning with up
to 5 agents (Chandrasekaran et al. 2016; Cohen, Dibangoye,
and Mouaddib 2017). Of course, openness compounds the
challenges of scalable reasoning since not only should the
agent model how its many peers decide their actions, but
also how they dynamically join and leave the environment.

In this paper, we focus on achieving scalable multiagent
reasoning in open environments. We improve on a previous
approach to individual agent planning in the context of agent
openness (Chandrasekaran et al. 2016) to consider many-
agent settings. To promote flexible scalability, our method
enables a subject agent to intelligently select a small subset
of neighbors to explicitly model. Then, it extrapolates their
expected behaviors to the larger set of all agents. This ap-
proach has its roots in surveying and polling theory where
surveyors rarely poll all individuals in their target class. As
such, this approach represents a novel integration of survey
theory in multiagent planning. However, selective modeling
may not be enough for many-agent systems. We observe that
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in many open domains such as wildfire suppression, which
particular firefighter is performing an action is not relevant to
the decision making. Similar observations have been made
in other domains (Velagapudi et al. 2011; Nguyen, Kumar,
and Lau 2017; Sonu, Chen, and Doshi 2017). Consequently,
further efficiency is made possible by exploiting the property
of anonymity of the other agents (Sonu, Chen, and Doshi
2017). These modeling approaches are utilized in a new gen-
eralization of Monte Carlo tree search (Silver and Veness
2010) to plan in open, many-agent settings.

Our results in this paper are both theoretical and exper-
imental. We analytically establish (i) the number of neigh-
bors that a subject agent must model to achieve given worst
case extrapolation errors, and (ii) the regret bounds on the
agent’s approximate utility function from modeling some
neighbors only. To empirically demonstrate scalability and
evaluate the benefits of our approach, we extend benchmark
simulations of wildfire suppression (Chandrasekaran et al.
2016) to include setups with up to 50 agents – an order of
magnitude larger than the prior literature – capable of per-
forming up to 1.27 × 1030 joint actions, for which existing
decision-theoretic planning does not scale.

Background

We review the planning framework and a previous approach
for integrating anonymity into reasoning about others.

I-POMDP-Lite Framework

A framework for individual agent planning in partially ob-
servable MAS is the I-POMDP-Lite (Hoang and Low 2013).
This framework retains many of the benefits of the more
general I-POMDP framework but mitigates computational
costs by modeling the other agents’ reasoning processes as
an approximation of their true decision making. Formally,

IPOMDP-LiteL
i,l � 〈Ag, S,A,Ωi, Ti, Oi, Ri, γ, bi,0,

{Mj,l−1,Mk,l−1, . . . ,Mz,l−1}〉
• Ag is a set of agents, consisting of a subject agent i using

the I-POMDP-Lite to decide how to act and other agents
j, . . . , z modeled by subject i. Each agent has a frame θ
from the discrete set Θ = {θ1, . . . , θ|Θ|}. A frame repre-
sents the agent’s capabilities and preferences.

• S is the set of states of the decision-making problem, pos-
sibly factored into variables F1×F2×. . .×Fk, such as the
intensities of the k wildfires the agents need to suppress.

• A = Ai × Aj × . . . × Az is the set of possible joint
actions of the agents; e.g., the individual fires that each
agent chooses to fight. For notational convenience, a−i ∈
Aj × . . .×Az denotes the vector of actions by Ag \ {i}.

• Ωi is the set of observations of agent i.
• Ti(s, ai,a−i, s

′) = P (s′|s, ai,a−i) gives the probabili-
ties of stochastic state transitions caused by actions.

• Oi(s
′, ai,a−i, oi) = P (oi|ai,a−i, s

′) models the prob-
abilities of stochastic observations revealed to subject
agent i after joint action (ai,a−i).

• Ri(s, ai,a−i) ∈ R is the reward function of agent i de-
pendent on the state and joint actions.

• γ ∈ (0, 1] and bi,0 are the discount factor and initial belief
state of i, respectively.

• {Mj,l−1,Mk,l−1, . . . ,Mz,l−1} is the set of mental
models ascribed to the other agents j, k, . . ., z at level
l − 1. 1 Each mental model Mj,l−1 is a Nested-MDP.
Hoang and Low (2013) define a Nested-MDP as:

Mi,l � 〈S,A, Ti, Ri, {πj,d, πk,d, . . . , πz,d}l−1
d=0, γ〉

where {πj,d, πk,d, . . . , πz,d}l−1
d=0 is the set of policies fol-

lowed by other agents j, k, . . ., z at levels 0 to l − 1. The
policies are obtained by solving their own Nested-MDPs.

In solving an I-POMDP-Lite, an agent chooses actions that
maximize the cumulative, discounted reward function over
a finite horizon H , r0 + γr1 + γ2r2 + . . .+ γH−1rH−1, by
considering Bellman equations for each belief/action pair:

Qt
i,l(bi, ai) = ρi(bi, ai) + γ

∑

s′,oi

T ai,oi
i (s′, oi|bi, ai)V t−1

i,l (b′i) (1)

V t
i,l(b

′
i) = max

ai∈Ai

Qt
i,l(bi, ai) (2)

where

ρi(bi, ai) =
∑
s∈S

∑
a−i∈A−i

∏
−i∈{j,k,...,z}

π−i,l−1(s, a−i)

×Ri(s, ai,a−i) bi(s)

(3)

Policies π−i,l−1(s, a−i) are solutions of the other agents’
mental models M−i,l−1, and b′i denotes the updated belief
Pr(s′|oi, ai,a−i, bi) ∝ Oi(s

′, ai, oi)
∑
s∈S

Ti(s, ai,a−i, s
′)

bi(s). Hoang and Low (2013) establish regret bounds on the
value function V based on any error introduced through ap-
proximating other agents as reasoning using a Nested-MDP
(instead of their true reasoning process).

Both the I-POMDP-Lite and decentralized POMDP (Dec-
POMDP) (Bernstein et al. 2002) have been proposed for rea-
soning in open environments (Chandrasekaran et al. 2016;
Cohen, Dibangoye, and Mouaddib 2017). The I-POMDP-
Lite (as a relative of the more general I-POMDP) differs
from the Dec-POMDP in several important ways. First, the
I-POMDP-Lite makes no assumptions that a subject agent
observes the actual actions taken by other agents during op-
eration in the environment, nor the observations they re-
ceive. Indeed, each agent can reason in a vacuum, infer-
ring the behaviors of others through changes to the shared
environment state, whereas Dec-POMDPs assume that ev-
eryone’s actions and observations are communicated or ob-
served. This makes the I-POMDP-Lite appropriate for a
broader range of cooperative (and even competitive) envi-
ronments, including the wildfire suppression domain where
agents might not be able to pre-coordinate their behav-
iors, directly observe other agents obscured by smoke and
fire, nor share information during operation due to damaged
communication channels.

1The level of a reasoning process represents the level in a hi-
erarchy of agents reasoning about their neighbors: level 1 implies
all others choose actions randomly, and level l > 1 implies that all
others reason at level l − 1.
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Frame-Action Anonymity

In many domains, it does not matter which agents perform
actions, rather how many agents of each frame perform each
action. By relaxing agent identities, multiple joint actions
may produce the same action counts, and, in turn, equiva-
lent state transitions, observations, and rewards. For exam-
ple, in wildfire suppression, agents of different frames (e.g.,
ground firefighters, helicopters) extinguish fires at different
rates. But, each agent of the same frame contributes the same
amount of fire suppression. Therefore, any k agents of the
same frame identically impact the fire. Such domains exhibit
frame-action anonymity (Sonu, Chen, and Doshi 2017).

Formally, let configuration C =
〈
na1,θ1 , ..., na|A|,θ|Θ|

〉
,

where na1,θ1 is the number of agents with frame θ1 per-
forming action a1 in a joint action tuple (ai,a−i). Histories
with configurations (rather than joint actions) are now suffi-
cient statistics (Sonu, Chen, and Doshi 2017) and the repre-
sentation of Ti, Oi, and Ri can be greatly compacted since
the number of possible configurations |C| ∝ (|Ag|+m+1

m+1

)
is

polynomial in the number of agents and thus much fewer
than the exponential number of possible joint actions m|Ag|,
where m = max{|Ai|, |Aj |, . . . , |Az|} (c.f., Figure 1 below
for comparisons of the number of configurations vs joint ac-
tions in our experiments). Therefore, configurations enabled
by frame-action anonymity improve scalability of individ-
ual planning in many-agent environments, as shown in the
context of I-POMDPs (Sonu, Chen, and Doshi 2017).

Notably, in decision-theoretic planning, configurations
are random variables since agents do not directly observe
the actions chosen by other agents, but instead the likeli-
hoods of different configurations (i.e., counts of actions per
frame) are estimated based on the policies π−i,l−1 solved
for each other agent’s mental model Mj,l−1, · · · ,Mz,l−1.

Many-Agent Planning under Openness

In this paper, we limit our attention to systems where agents
may leave the environment at any time and possibly reen-
ter, but new agents do not enter the system. Still, this brings
unique conceptual and computational challenges.

Challenges of Open Agent Systems

In open systems, individual planning is complicated by the
need of each agent to track which other agents are currently
present in the system and to reason about the actions of
present agents only. In wildfire suppression, each firefighter
must know how many others are currently unavailable due to
recharging their suppressant, so as to focus on the behaviors
of those currently fighting the fires.

Let N(i) ⊆ Ag be the neighborhood of subject agent
i, defined as the set of other agents with which i can in-
teract in the environment and that affect its transition, ob-
servation, and reward functions (e.g., the other firefighting
robots that can suppress the same wildfires as subject agent
i). A naive way of tracking the presence of agents in open
environments involves each agent i maintaining an addi-
tional state variable Pj for each neighbor j ∈ N(i), where
Pj ∈ {present, absent}. This increases the state space by
a factor of 2|N(i)| – an exponential increase in the size of

the agent’s state space! To illustrate, modeling the presence
or absence of 40 neighbors in this way increases the state
space by a factor of 240 � 100 billion states. To avoid this,
we place Pj as an internal state variable within a mental
model Mj,l−1 attributed by subject agent i to neighbor j.
Consequently, the overall increase in the size of the problem
is linear in the number of agents (scaled by the number of
models ascribed to each agent), which promotes scalability.

Nonetheless, even a linear increase in the problem
size poses challenges for planning. In offline planning
methods such as the interactive point-based value it-
eration (Chandrasekaran et al. 2016) and interactive
expectation-maximization (Qu and Doshi 2015), the subject
agent must still consider each neighbor’s current presence
and future transition, which adds at least a polynomial co-
efficient O(|N(i)|2) to the complexity of planning. Like-
wise, in online planning approaches such as Monte Carlo
tree search algorithms for POMDPs and I-POMDPs (Claes
et al. 2017; Hula, Montague, and Dayan 2015), the subject
agent must spend time simulating the transitions of each
neighbor when sampling an environment outcome, resulting
in fewer sampled trajectories in the tree and thus lower qual-
ity approximations of the value function V . Overall, these
challenges motivate further steps to alleviate the impact of
openness on computational complexity.

Selectively Modeling Neighbors

It is well known that surveyors and pollsters do not model
every target person individually to understand their attitudes
and behaviors. Instead, the collective attitudes and behav-
iors of the whole are estimated by sampling those of a
few, then extrapolating to everyone. Bounds on the approx-
imation error of this approach can be established through
statistical analysis and random sampling (Neyman 1934;
Frankel and Frankel 1987; Lohr 2010).

Adapting this methodology to open, many-agent settings,
we maintain mental models for a small subset of an agent’s
neighbors, then extrapolate their predicted behaviors to the
entire neighborhood (with bounded error). In the wildfire
example, each firefighter models some of the firefighters
with which it interacts, then uses their (fewer) predicted be-
haviors to estimate how many of the full set of firefight-
ers are recharging or choosing to fight each fire. By ex-
plicitly modeling some neighbors only, we reduce the rea-
soning necessary for considering changes to every neigh-
bors’ presence. Of course, the agent’s planning process no
longer obtains a policy for every neighbor and thereby esti-
mate the distribution of configurations necessary to estimate
the state transitions, observations, and rewards (inside the
T ai,oi
i (s′, oi|bi, ai) of Eq. 1 and product in Eq. 3). To miti-

gate this trade off, we use an alternative way to estimate con-
figuration likelihoods when modeling a subset of the subject
agent’s neighborhood.

Estimating configuration probabilities Recall that dur-
ing planning, configurations C are random variables whose
probability distributions typically depend on the policies ob-
tained by the subject agent for its neighbors. Alternately,
since C =

〈
na1,θ1 , ..., na|A|,θ|Θ|

〉
is composed of the counts

of the number of agents of each frame performing each ac-
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tion, the distribution over C can also be represented as a
multinomial distribution, parameterized as

P (C|st,Mt) ∼ Multi(|N(i)|, {pa1,θ1,N(i) . . . pa|A|,θ|Θ|,N(i)})

where pa,θ,N(i) is the probability that neighbors in N(i) of
frame θ will perform action a. We may view the configura-
tion C as the concatenation of several multinomial variables,
Cθ =

〈
na1,θ, na2,θ, . . . , na|A|,θ

〉
, one for each frame θ. This

allows us to model the multinomial distribution over C using
separate multinomial distributions for each Cθ,

P (Cθ|st,Mt) ∼ Multi(|Nθ(i)|, {pa1,Nθ(i)
, . . . , pa|A|,Nθ(i)

}) (4)

where Nθ(i) = {j ∈ N(i)|j has frame θ} is the set of i’s
neighbors with frame θ.

If an agent chooses to model a proper subset of its neigh-
bors N̂θ(i) ⊂ Nθ(i), it can still estimate for each action
the pa,Nθ(i) values that parameterize the multinomial dis-
tribution P (Cθ|st,M t). Let n̂π(st)=a,N̂θ(i)

be the number

of agents in N̂θ(i) predicted to perform action a at current
state st based on the policy obtained by solving their Nested-
MDP model and their presence variable Pj ∈ mj,l−1. Then

p̂a,N̂θ(i)
=

n̂π(st)=a,N̂θ(i)

|N̂θ(i)|
(5)

is how likely an arbitrarily modeled neighbor of frame θ will
perform action a.

Proportions p̂a,N̂(i) estimated using Eq. 5 allow us to es-
timate the underlying multinomial distribution over config-
uration likelihoods (Eq. 4). We can then estimate the proba-
bility of a given configuration C using the probability mass
function of the modeled multinomial distribution.

How many neighbors to model? Equations 4 and 5 are
crucial in that they determine how we extrapolate the be-
haviors of a few modeled agents to the entire neighborhood
without requiring explicit mental models and policies for
every neighbor. At the same time, this approach approx-
imates the true distribution of configurations, which natu-
rally raises questions such as how many neighbors should a
subject agent model and how does the number of neighbors
impact the error in the estimated configuration probabilities
based on extrapolation. We relate these two questions in the
following theorem and corollary. As Hoang and Low (2013)
previously established bounds on the error introduced by as-
suming that neighbors reason about others using a Nested-
MDP, we focus our attention on errors introduced by mod-
eling a subset of the neighbors.

Let the acceptable worst-case error in each of the p̂a,N̂θ(i)

proportions in Eqs. 4 and 5 be ep̂. We refer to this henceforth
as the extrapolation error. From statistical analysis (Lohr
2010), we establish the minimum number of neighbors
which an agent needs to explicitly model so that the extrap-
olation error does not exceed the given bound:

Theorem 1 (Number of modeled neighbors). Let Nθ(i) be
a neighborhood of agents with frame θ and whose size is N ,
ep̂ be a desired bound on extrapolation error, (1 − α) be a

statistical confidence level, and tn−1,α2
come from the Stu-

dent’s t-distribution with n− 1 d.o.f. Then if agent i models

nθ = |N̂θ(i)| ≥
N

(
tn−1, α

2

2ep̂

)2

N − 1 +
(

tn−1, α
2

2ep̂

)2 (6)

neighbors, then it will be confident at the (1 − α) level that
p̂a,N̂θ(i)

for each action a will be within ep̂ of the true pro-
portions of all agents choosing action a.

The proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix A of
the supplementary material available on arXiv. To illustrate,
let N = 50. To ensure that the agent’s estimated p̂a,N̂θ(i)

extrapolates to within ep̂ = 0.1 of the true proportion for the
entire neighborhood with frame θ with 95% confidence, we
need model at least 34 neighbors. This drops to 18 if instead
ep̂ = 0.2.

If the agent indeed models at least the prescribed number
of other agents from Theorem 1, the error in each configura-
tion’s probability estimate is bound by the value εP (C) given
below (proof in Appendix B of the supplementary material).

Corollary 1 (Error bound on configuration probability ). Let
nθ be the number of neighbors given by Theorem 1 (for a
given confidence level 1 − α) that subject agent i chooses
to model from its neighborhood Nθ(i) for each θ ∈ Θ,
and let p̂a,θ be the resulting estimated proportions of agents
within those neighborhoods that will choose action a, given
state s and mental models M . Then the estimated probability
P (C|st,M t) that the entire neighborhood will exhibit the
configuration C has error εP (C) due to modeling nθ agents
only, which is less than:

|P ∗(C|st,M t)− P (C|st,M t)| = εP (C)

<

∏
θ |Nθ(i)|!∏

a,θ C(a, θ)!

⎡
⎣∏

a,θ

(p̂a,θ + ep̂)
C(a,θ) −

∏
a,θ

p̂
C(a,θ)
a,θ

⎤
⎦
(7)

where P ∗(C|st,M t) denotes the true likelihood that config-
uration C will result from state st and mental model M t.

Regret Bounds As modeling a subset of neighbors pro-
duces a bounded approximation of the true configuration
probabilities considered during planning, the resulting value
function V will also be an approximation. Next, we estab-
lish that any error in the approximate value function (and
hence the discounted cumulative rewards actually earned
by the agent following the corresponding policy πi) is also
bounded. Here, Ji,k represents the actual discounted cumu-
lative rewards the agent would earn following πi for k time
steps, whereas V ∗

i,k is the optimal value function.

Theorem 2. (Regret bound). Maximum regret that agent i
incurs

∥∥∥V ∗
i,k − Ji,k

∥∥∥
∞

from following a k-horizon optimal
policy πi (obtained by solving the many-agent I-POMDP-
Lite) due to the approximate likelihoods of other agents’
configurations P (C|st,M t) is bounded from above:
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∥∥V ∗
i,k − Ji,k

∥∥
∞ ≤ 2εP (C) · |C| ·Rmax

×
[
γk−1 +

1

1− γ

(
1 + 3γ

|Ωi|
1− γ

)] (8)

Notice that the bound is linear in the error εP (C) in the
agent’s estimation of configuration likelihoods caused by
modeling some neighbors only. The proof is provided in Ap-
pendix C of the supplementary material. Though the result-
ing value function from planning might not be exact, the ap-
proximation error is upper bounded and is proportional to
only

√
nθ (in the worst case) due to the fact that εP (C) is

at worst linear in ep̂ (c.f., Eq. 7 since ep̂ < 1), and ep̂ is
proportional to

√
nθ (c.f., Eq. 6).

Which neighbors to explicitly model? After determining
the number of agents to model for each frame-action pair,
we must select which neighbors will be explicitly modeled,
N̂θ(i). This selection is performed only when the agent joins
the environment. Thus, it does not add to the computational
complexity of planning.

To decide which neighbors to model, we first note
that we can decompose the agent’s neighborhood Nθ(i)
into (potentially overlapping) sets based on the actions
that the neighbors can perform: Nθ,a(i) = {j ∈
Nθ(i)|j can perform action a}. Each Nθ,a(i) provides a
sample set from which we select neighbors in order to es-
timate p̂a,N̂θ(i)

. To construct N̂θ(i), we randomly sample n

agents (Eq. 6) for each (θ, a) pair.
Second, many agents may appear in more than one such

sample set because agents can perform more than one action.
Thus, once a neighbor j has been added to N̂θ(i), it con-
tributes to the n needed for each (θ, a) pair corresponding to
the actions that agent j can perform. If sampling neighbors
starts with the largest Nθ,a and proceeds to the smallest, then
agents that have the greater number of possible actions (e.g.,
can fight the most fires) will have the largest total chance of
being sampled for modeling since they appear in most sub-
sets Nθ,a(i). This property is beneficial as such agents are
expected to be the most influential agents in the system, as
well as the most necessary to explicitly model because their
reasoning will be more complex than other agents, and thus
their behaviors are more difficult to predict.

Many-Agent MCTS for Open Systems

Based on our approach for modeling a subset of an agent’s
neighbors, we next extend the popular POMCP algorithm
(Silver and Veness 2010) to create a MCTS algorithm for
many-agent open environments.

Single-agent MCTS A popular approach to quickly ap-
proximate the value function and policy of a POMDP is
Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) (Ross et al. 2008; Sil-
ver and Veness 2010; Somani et al. 2013). In MCTS, the
agent iteratively constructs an AND-OR tree representing
the possible beliefs that can be reached by following se-
quences of actions, and obtains the expected discounted util-
ity of performing those action sequences by simulating fu-

ture rewards. MCTS performs online planning for the be-
liefs that an agent actually encounters, avoiding the need
for computationally-expensive offline planning and scales
well to large state spaces due to MC sampling of future
state-action-reward trajectories. Until the time budget is met,
MCTS revises estimated Q(b, a) values along the trajecto-
ries and extending the tree at the leaf using rollout.

Many-agent MCTS We generalize MCTS to open, many-
agent settings in the context of the I-POMDP-Lite frame-
work (also applicable to I-POMDPs), exploiting both frame-
action anonymity and selective neighbor modeling to further
enhance scalability. Our algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1,
is I-POMCPO. It considers agent openness in (i) Simulate,
which additionally simulates the agents leaving and reenter-
ing (in M ), and in (ii) SampleConfiguration when obtain-
ing configuration probabilities.

Our I-POMCPO algorithm differs from the classic sin-
gle agent POMCP (Silver and Veness 2010) in the follow-
ing ways. First, the agent’s rewards Ri, state transitions Ti,
and observations Oi depend on not only its own actions and
the environment state, but also the configuration of actions
by the other agents. Thus, before the agent can simulate the
environment on line 6 of the Rollout and line 11 of the Up-
dateTree procedures, the agent must sample a configura-
tion Ct of its neighbors’ actions. This addition to standard
POMCP occurs on lines 4 and 9 of the two procedures.

Second, the process for sampling a configuration exploits
the multinomial probability distribution P (Ct|st,M t) de-
termined from the models of a select subset of the agent’s
neighbors in the SampleConfiguration procedure, so that
the agent need not model every neighbor. Since only some
mental models are consulted, there is opportunity to save
computation time in this procedure, as opposed to modeling
every neighbor2. Moreover, since only some mental mod-
els are needed by this procedure, the Simulate procedure
modeling the environment (called on lines 6 and 11 of Roll-
out and UpdateTree, respectively) needs to process fewer
mental model transitions, saving additional computational
time. Overall, this should require less time per trajectory
through the AND-OR tree in each call of UpdateTree from
the root of the tree, and thus more total trajectories sampled
and closer approximations of the true value function.

This algorithm significantly differs from previous MCTS
algorithms for multiagent POMDPs. Hula et al. (2015) first
adapted POMCP to an I-POMDP setting. However, they
made several assumptions in their adaptation to their particu-
lar problem: the presence of only two agents, agents’ actions
occur sequentially rather than simultaneously, and agents di-
rectly observe each other actions. Their approach would not
scale to many-agent environments as it would have com-
putational complexity that is exponential in the number of
agents. Our approach applies to more general settings, as-
suming only frame-action anonymity, and exhibits complex-
ity that is linear in the number of agents: O(IHN) where
I is the number of sampled MC trajectories, H is the hori-
zon, and N is the total number of modeled agents. Amato

2Provided that sampling an action for each neighbor is less
computationally expensive than interacting with an actual policy.
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Algorithm 1 I-POMCPO: Open Many-Agent MCTS
Note: T is the tree (initially empty), p is a path from the root of
the tree (with p = ∅ signifying the root), Bp is the particle filter
signifying the set of state-model pairs encountered at the node at p
in the tree, PF is the root particle filter, N is count of the number
of visits to each node in the tree initialized to some constant ν ≥ 0,
Q is the Q function initialized to 0, c a constant from UCB-1.
1: procedure I-POMDP-MCTS(PF, τ )
2: time← 0
3: while time < τ do
4: s0,M0 ← SampleParticle (PF )
5: UpdateTree

(
s0,M0, 0, ∅)

6: Increment time
7: return argmax

a∈Ai

Q(∅, a)

1: procedure UPDATETREE(st,M t, t, p)
2: if t ≥ H then
3: return 0
4: Bp ← Bp ∪ {

(
st,M t

)}
5: if p /∈ T then
6: T ← T + leafnode(p)
7: return Rollout

(
st,M t, t

)

8: else
9: Ct← SampleConfiguration

(
st,M t

)

10: at
i ← argmax

a∈Ai

Q (p, a) + c
√

(logNp) /Np �→a

11: st+1,M t+1, oti, r
t
i ← Simulate

(
st,M t, at

i, C
t
)

12: Np ← 1 +Np

13: Np �→at
i
← 1 +Np �→at

i

14: p′ ← p+
(
at
i, o

t
i

)

15: R← rti + γ·UpdateTree
(
st+1,M t+1, t+ 1, p′

)

16: Q(p, at
i)← Q(p, at

i) +R−Q(p, at
i)/Np �→at

i

17: return R

1: procedure ROLLOUT(st,M t, t)
2: R← 0, t′ ← t
3: while t < H do
4: Ct← SampleConfiguration(st,M t)
5: at

i ← SampleAction(Ai)
6: st+1,M t+1, oti, r

t
i ← Simulate(st,M t, at

i, C
t)

7: R← R+ γt−t′ · rti , t← t+ 1

8: return R

1: procedure SAMPLECONFIGURATION(st,M t)
2: C(a, θ)← 0, n̂π(st)=a,N̂θ(i)

← 0 ∀a, θ
3: forMj,l−1 ∈M t do
4: a ∼ πj,l−1(s

t)
5: n̂π(st)=a,N̂θj

(i) ← n̂π(st)=a,N̂θj
(i) + 1

6: for θ ∈ Θ do
7: for a ∈ A do
8: p̂a, ˆN(i) ← n̂π(st)=a,N̂θ(i)

/ |N̂θ(i)|
9: for j ∈ Nθ(i) do

10: a ∼ Cat(p̂a1,N̂θ
, p̂a2,N̂θ

, . . . , p̂a|A|,N̂θ
)

11: C(a, θ)← C(a, θ) + 1

12: return C

and Oliehoek (2015) and Best et al. (2019) proposed simi-
lar algorithms for Dec-POMDPs that scale to more than two
agents. However, our algorithm enables planning in settings
when the joint actions of other agents are unknown and must

be estimated through individual models, as well as incorpo-
rates frame-action anonymity and selective neighbor mod-
eling for improved scalability. Claes et al. (2017) proposed
an algorithm that simplified the models of neighbor behav-
ior using domain heuristics to enhance scalability, as well as
social laws to help promote cooperation. Here, however, we
consider more general models of neighbor behavior that will
work across domains without specific heuristics.

Experiments

We evaluate implementations3 of I-POMCPO on the wild-
fire suppression problem. Chandrasekaran et al. (2016) used
this domain to study planning in small open agent environ-
ments; we extend it to include more fires and significantly
more firefighters and corresponding joint actions.

Setups Agents are tasked with putting out fires of dif-
ferent sizes in the absence of inter-agent communication
and prior coordination. Small, large, and huge fires require
at least 10, 20, and 30 agents to act together to reduce
their intensity, respectively. The spread of fires is modeled
on the dynamics of real wildfires (Boychuk et al. 2009;
Ure et al. 2015). Agents have limited amounts of suppres-
sants that stochastically transition from full to half-full to
empty, and back to full on recharging during which they tem-
porarily leave the environment for an average of two steps,
then rejoin when full. Each agent can use its suppressant on a
fire in an adjacent location or take a NOOP action; the latter
also represents actions to take while recharging suppressant.
Agents earn shared rewards of 20, 40, and 60 for putting
out small, large, and huge fires. They receive shared penal-
ties of 1 when a location burns out and individual penalties
of 100 for either fighting a non-existent fire or choosing a
non-NOOP action without suppressant. Figure 1 illustrates
the environments used in our experiments. Notice that our
agents are ground firefighters and helicopters, whose frames
differ: helicopters are twice as effective in their firefighting
ability. Though several agents share the same location, they
start with different suppressant levels. As such, they plan and
behave differently rather than as one collective agent.

Though in seemingly small grids, these decision prob-
lems are non-trivial and substantially complex, especially
compared to the prior literature – with 40-50 agents, the
number of joint actions ranges from 2.95 × 1021 to 1.27 ×
1030. Even with frame-action anonymity, there are 15,256 to
9,662,576 configurations; thus, these setups are intractable
for prior planning algorithms. We intentionally do not con-
sider smaller domains for which existing algorithms are
tractable (e.g., with only 5 agents (Chandrasekaran et al.
2016)), as there would be no need for modeling only a few
neighbors (Thm. 1 would model every neighbor ∀ep̂ < 1).

Metrics and baselines Agent performance is measured
by: (i) the average rewards earned by agents, (ii) the av-
erage number of fire locations put out, and (iii) the average
amount of suppressant used. These measures evaluate how
how well agents optimize their planning problems, and how
effectively and efficiently they put out fires, respectively.

3Available at https://github.com/OberlinAI/ScalableOASYS
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Figure 1: Our environment setups involve a varying number
of fires, fire intensities and positions, agents and their types.

To demonstrate both the efficacy and impact of our strat-
egy of intelligently modeling only a subset of neighbors,
we consider variants of I-POMCPO, each planning at level
l = 2, that use different ep̂ ∈ [0, 0.3] with Theorem 1 pro-
viding the numbers of neighbors to model (with α = 0.05).
Here, ep̂ = 0 represents I-POMCPO modeling every neigh-
bor and also provides an upper bound on how the algorithm
of Hula et. al (2015) would perform if generalized to many-
agent environments and Amato and Oliehoek (2015) if ex-
tended to the I-POMDP-Lite with frame-action anonymity.

We compare the performance of our approach with two
baselines (using Kruskal-Wallis followed by post-hoc pair-
wise Mann-Whitney for significance testing). First, Nested-
MDP represents an agent using an adaptation of VI to per-
form ε-bounded planning over configurations at level l = 1.
This is a strong baseline, which serves as both a scalable,
fully observable approximation that can tractably solve our
decision problems, as well as a comparison to the models
that agent i assumes its neighbors follow. Second, Heuristic
is an agent that randomly chooses an adjacent fire to fight
if one exists and the agent has suppressant, else it takes
a NOOP action. It represents semi-intelligent behavior in
complex environments (similar to domain heuristics in mul-
tirobot dynamic task allocation, e.g., (Lerman et al. 2006)).
Of note, traditional I-POMDP solvers do not scale to many-
agent environments. Indeed, we ran the previous method, in-
teractive point-based value iteration (Chandrasekaran et al.
2016), on Setup 1 with only 10 total agents; after almost a
week of planning, it did not produce a usable policy.

Results We observe from Fig. 2 that I-POMCPO improved
on NestedMDP and Heuristic by achieving significantly
greater rewards in Setups 1-3 and 5, and statistically equiva-
lent reward to NestedMDP in Setup 4. Further investigations
(c.f., Figs. 4 and 5 in Appendix D of the supplementary ma-
terial) reveal that I-POMCPO agents used slightly more sup-
pressant to put out fires at significantly more locations than
NestedMDP (true in all setups). NestedMDP agents earned
comparable rewards in Setup 4 by concentrating all of their
efforts on a single shared fire, whereas I-POMCPO agents
spread their resources across the most complex environment.
Interestingly, in Setup 5, which had the most shared fires,
NestedMDP never put out a fire. This was due to the symme-

Figure 2: Total reward earned per agent averaged across 100
runs. Error bars represent 95% CIs. I-POMCPO planned for
5 sec. in Setups 1-3 and 5, and for 20 sec. in Setup 4.

try in the problem causing NestedMDP to behave randomly,
whereas I-POMCPO was more successful.

Comparing the different settings of I-POMCPO, increas-
ing ep̂ so that fewer neighbors were modeled led to in-
creased performance in the more complicated Setups 2-5.
Moreover, agents were also more efficient with their sup-
pressants, using less resources to put out more fires as they
modeled fewer neighbors. These results were obtained be-
cause MCTS could then run a greater number of trajectories
in the fixed planning time τ , in essence trading off modeling
accuracy for better value estimates. Furthermore, in Setup
5, modeling only some neighbors biased agents to favor
one shared fire over another, breaking the complicated sym-
metry of the problem. On the other hand, modeling fewer
neighbors reduced performance in only the simplest Setup 1,
which had only one shared fire and one frame of agents. In
this setup, even when modeling all agents, enough trajecto-
ries were sampled to adequately estimate the value function.

Concluding Remarks

Real-world domains often exhibit agent openness, where
agents may leave and then return. Scaling in the number of
agents in such domains continues to remain a challenge for
planning in realistic multiagent environments. Our method
– consisting of an approach to selectively model neighbors
that is new to planning and a generalized MCTS algorithm
for many-agent settings – models the presence or absence
of agents as it predicts their behaviors. Our key insight for
scaling is that we may explicitly model just a few agents and
extrapolate the model predictions to others with provable er-
ror bounds. This improves on baselines as we demonstrated
on a spectrum of firefighting scenarios with an order of mag-
nitude more agents than previously considered in open envi-
ronments. The idea of extrapolating modeling is new and not
limited to open agent settings. It could be combined in future
work with other approximations that promote scalability.
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